UNIDENTIFIED GRAVES IN MINING AREA SHOCK MPS

Unmarked graves, thought to be those of former mineworkers, 
near Evander in Mpumalanga.

Thousands of graves, allegedly belonging to unknown mineworkers at Winkelhaak near Evander in Mpumalanga, shocked members of the Portfolio Committee on Mineral Resources during a site visit in the province, writes Justice Molafo.
The Committee, accompanied by the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR), the National Union of Mineworkers, traditional leaders and the management of Evander Gold Mine, undertook a site visit to the gravesite in July. “What we saw was shocking. Although the graves were numbered, which could be a way of identifying them, there were many questions to be answered, including causes of deaths, permission for burial and identification of the deceased,” said Committee Chairperson Mr Sahlulele Luzipo.
Mr Luzipo said it was disturbing that seven different companies had operated in the area since the 1950s, but none had claimed responsibility for the graves. “We are pleased that finally Pan African Resources, through its subsidiary Evander Gold Mine, is committed to unearthing the truth about the mystery surrounding the graves,” he said. 
The first company to mine in the area was Union Corporation, which merged with Gencor in 1981 and operated until 1988. Genmin took over in 1989 followed by Gengold, which mined from 1990 to 1995. Goldfields followed in 1996 under Evander Gold Mine and was wholly acquired by Harmony in August 1998. As of February 2013, the Evander Gold Mine has operated under Pan African Resources.
No one knows when the graves were dug, but people in the area speculate that they date back to the late 1950s and early 60s. They were brought to the attention of the DMR in 2013 by the National Union of Mineworkers.
Mr Luzipo advised the DMR to report the matter to the police because the graves may not belong to ex-mineworkers even though there is some circumstantial evidence indicating this. For example, the site is close to a former hostel of a derelict mine and old boots and helmets can be seen lying around.
The Chief Inspector of Mines for the DMR, Mr David Msiza, told the Committee that the DMR was planning to work with Pan African Resources and traditional leaders to declare the graves a heritage site. In his presentation, Mr Msiza explained that an investigator had been appointed and had begun tracing the ex-mineworkers and their families.
Committee member Mr Zwelivelile Mandela suggested that consultations should be broadened. He urged the department to adopt a holistic approach and work closely with the police, the Department of Home Affairs, the National Heritage Council and the Department of Health.
Mr Luzipo said the matter of the graves would be discussed in an African National Congress study group to investigate the possibility of motivating to the Presidency to establish a special inquest.
The Committee also visited the Barberton gold mine in Barberton and ExxaroGlisa coal mine in Belfast. The Committee was impressed with the social labour plan projects implemented by Barberton Gold Mine, which included a community school, a food garden, a crèche, an adult basic education and training learning centre and the Barberton Skills Centre. 
On the other hand, the Committee was unhappy to discover that ExxaroGlisa colliery is operating without a water-use licence, and was also unimpressed by the slow pace of implementation of the company’s social labour plan.  
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